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WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
I’m originally from Portland, Oregon.

WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST JOB?
I worked as a caddie at Eastmoreland Golf Course. 

WHAT DID YOU STUDY IN COLLEGE?
At the University of Oregon, I majored in Planning, Public Policy and Management with a minor in Economics.  I went 
on to the University of Pennsylvania after some time in the profession where I focused on Community and Economic 
Development. 

HOW DID YOU GET INTO PLANNING?
My interest in community planning started when I was working as a caddie.  I would read the newspaper between rounds 
and I’d often encounter community articles related to planning activities.  From this exposure, I began to learn more about 
planning.  After a couple in-field experiences in planning, I decided to pursue a planning career.

WHAT WAS THE JOURNEY THAT BROUGHT YOU TO CRAWFORD COUNTY?
Fresh out of graduate school, I began looking for planning work.  I noticed a position in Crawford County which seemed 
to present a unique opportunity and decided to apply.  I was correct in my assumption as the opportunity to work for the 
Crawford County Planning Office presents the chance to engage in some formative planning work for the benefit of the 
county’s citizens.

WHAT SKILLSET ARE YOU MOST LOOKING FORWARD TO USING IN CRAWFORD COUNTY?
The Crawford County Planning Office is really beginning to hone its capabilities in the use geographic information systems 
(GIS) to provide useful community planning analysis.  In terms of GIS, I look forward to working with other County 
staff members to produce an efficient, versatile, and well-maintained system.  Additionally, Crawford County is set to 
undertake some significant long-range community planning work over the next few years that can really guide public 
policy and quality of life improvements for residents.  Efforts such as the County Housing Plan and looming multi-municipal 
collaborations present the opportunity to bring a renewed focus to many underserved areas of the county. 

WHAT THREE WORDS BEST DESCRIBE YOU?
I would say: caring, dedicated, and relaxed.

WHAT IS SOMETHING FOLKS MIGHT NOT KNOW ABOUT YOU?
I really enjoy getting out into the woods and doing some target practice.  That might be a little more common in Crawford 
County than where I hail from. 

WHAT WOULD YOU SING AT KARAOKE NIGHT? 
It might not be a pretty sight but I really like Motown so maybe something by the The Temptations or the like.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PLACE IN CRAWFORD COUNTY?
Hard to say, I really like Meadville but also enjoy a nice cruise through the countryside on a warm summer day. 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME?
I enjoy getting outdoors, exploring new places, and taking walks through the neighborhood.  

WHAT IS THE LAST BOOK YOU READ?
Art of the Deal by Donald Trump (non-technical or academic). 


